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debug HTTP request succeeded in scope: {{scopedRequest}} HTTP request succeeded in root scope: {{scopedRequest}} Multi-way bug fixing and testing on next
release As a follow up on my previous post, work is continuing on the next release. Hopefully, this will allow us to avoid a lot of the problems we’ve seen in prior
releases. We’ve made some major changes to the code for the past couple of days, and it’s been a lot of fun. The auto-discovery and auto-install of external platforms
is now working (if you enable it). It requires an internet connection to find and install the right version of the C++ libraries you need. The HTTPClient now has some
methods to help with dealing with authorization issues if your system has been exploited. We’ve merged in a patch from the open source community that will make
dealing with those issues possible. I’ve got some ideas about how we can improve this, so I’m also going to be working on that. We’ve added a bunch of new Docker
images, that will hopefully be useful to people testing the latest version. I’ll probably set up a separate blog for this project as it can quite easily get derailed by
personal interests and emotions. So far, so good. If you’re interested, please have a look at the Release Notes. Please do give me feedback and let me know if you
find any problems.Q: (Kolm
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